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Universal formation dynamics and noise of
Kerr-frequency combs in microresonators
T. Herr1, K. Hartinger1,2, J. Riemensberger1, C. Y. Wang1,3, E. Gavartin1, R. Holzwarth2,3,

M. L. Gorodetsky4 and T. J. Kippenberg1,3*

Optical frequency combs allow for the precise measurement of optical frequencies and are used in a growing number of
applications. The new class of Kerr-frequency comb sources, based on parametric frequency conversion in optical
microresonators, can complement conventional systems in applications requiring high repetition rates such as direct comb
spectroscopy, spectrometer calibration, arbitrary optical waveform generation and advanced telecommunications. However,
a severe limitation in experiments working towards practical systems is phase noise, observed in the form of linewidth
broadening, multiple repetition-rate beat notes and loss of temporal coherence. These phenomena are not explained by the
current theory of Kerr comb formation, yet understanding this is crucial to the maturation of Kerr comb technology. Here,
based on observations in crystalline MgF2 and planar Si3N4 microresonators, we reveal the universal, platform-
independent dynamics of Kerr comb formation, allowing the explanation of a wide range of phenomena not previously
understood, as well as identifying the condition for, and transition to, low-phase-noise performance.

O
ptical frequency combs1–4 have revolutionized the field of
frequency metrology and spectroscopy and are enabling
components in a range of applications5. Recently, a novel

class of frequency comb generators has been discovered6 by coup-
ling a continuous-wave (c.w.) laser to a high-finesse fused silica
microcavity, where the Kerr nonlinearity enables (cascaded) four-
wave-mixing (FWM), resulting in an optical frequency comb.
These Kerr combs could complement conventional frequency
combs in applications where high power per comb line (typically
.100 mW) and high repetition rate (.10 GHz spacing between
the comb lines) are desirable7, such as in astronomical spectrometer
calibration8–10, direct comb spectroscopy11, arbitrary optical wave-
form generation12,13 and advanced telecommunications. The cre-
ation of Kerr combs using microresonators has been
demonstrated in crystalline CaF2 (refs 14,15) and MgF2 (refs 16–
18) resonators, fused-silica microspheres19, planar high-index
silica20 and Si3N4 ring resonators21,22, and compact fibre cavities23.
Over recent years, a significant advance in Kerr comb technology
has been achieved by demonstrating a single and well-defined radio-
frequency (RF) beat note between adjacent comb lines (correspond-
ing to the equidistant comb spacing and required for stabilizing the
comb)6,14,24, a fully phase-stabilized Kerr comb24, the generation of
octave-spanning spectra (required for self-referencing the comb
using the f–2f scheme)25,26, the detection and shaping of pulses13,
and extension of spectral coverage towards the visible27 and mid-
infrared spectral regimes18. In addition to these experimental
advances, theoretical work28,29 has also enabled an explanation of
the power distribution of Kerr combs, particularly the first comb
modes appearing not necessarily adjacent to the pump. Despite
these advances, however, recent work aiming at broader spectra
and lower repetition rates (as required for practical applications),
reported linewidth broadening in octave-spanning spectra25 and
multiple RF beat notes in low-repetition-rate30 fused-silica Kerr
comb systems. Moreover, recent complementary studies in the
time domain have revealed distinct paths to comb formation

resulting in either highly or partially coherent behaviour13.
Understanding the underlying processes responsible for these
phenomena is not only an as-yet unresolved scientific question,
but is indeed crucial for bringing this new technology to maturity7.

In this Article, we describe the origin of these phenomena, attri-
buting this to a universal platform-independent behaviour in Kerr
comb generators. We present guidelines for the design of Kerr
comb generators and, based on theoretical analysis and experimen-
tal observation, derive the condition under which narrow and
well-defined beat notes are obtained. The presented understanding
also explains the low-frequency amplitude noise observable in
Kerr combs.

Experimental systems
We used two entirely different experimental systems—crystalline
MgF2 resonators16–18 and Si3N4 microring resonators21 (typical res-
onance widths of k/2p≈ 1 MHz and 200 MHz, respectively)—for
Kerr comb generation (Fig. 1d). The comb emerges when the ther-
mally locked31 blue-detuned pump laser, which is evanescently
coupled to the resonator (via a tapered fibre or a planar waveguide,
close to critical coupling), is tuned into resonance, thereby increas-
ing the circulating power inside the resonator. The resonators were
pumped using narrow-linewidth fibre and diode lasers (,100 kHz,
,300 kHz short term) and amplified by an erbium-doped fibre
amplifier. Parametric frequency conversion set in once the para-
metric threshold32 was reached. As in previous work in fused-
silica microresonators25, a broad RF beat note was observed in
both systems (Fig. 1a,b).

Multiple and broad RF beat notes
A multitude of physical processes can account for or contribute to
the observation of broad RF beat notes. These include line-broaden-
ing phase-noise mechanisms such as thermorefractive noise, ther-
moelastic noise, thermal Brownian motion, ponderomotive noise,
photothermal noise, laser phase noise and self-/cross-phase
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modulation25,33–35. Phase noise can also be generated by optomecha-
nical coupling36–38 of optical and mechanical resonator modes, by
thermal oscillations of the resonator39, as well as by the interaction
of light with different transverse modes27.

To shed light on the origin of the broad RF beat note, we inves-
tigated the beat note at different stages during comb formation.
Figure 1c,e reveals an intriguing behaviour in both systems. The
broad beat note, visible in the lowermost data set, consists of a dis-
crete spectrum of multiple narrow beat notes, the number of which
increases as more power is coupled to the resonator. It is often
observed that both the intensity and frequency of these beat notes
can change continuously or discontinuously when the laser detun-
ing is varied. This result unifies the observations of broad and mul-
tiple beat notes made individually in earlier work25,30. The
phenomenology prevails both in the crystalline MgF2 and Si3N4
systems, despite their vastly different geometries and material
characteristics, thereby showing the universality of the phenom-
enon. By interpreting broad and multiple beat notes as identical
phenomena, pure line-broadening phase-noise mechanisms (such
as those mentioned above) can be excluded as the principal cause
of the observations (Supplementary Section I).

Although, recently, there have been reports of frequency combs on
transverse order modes in crystalline resonators27, these multimode
effects are unlikely to account for the observations. The results of
broadband resonator spectroscopy (as in ref. 40) show that, except
for (avoided) mode crossings, the resonances are generally separated
by several gigahertz in Si3N4. Interaction via FWM between different
mode families (with generally different free spectral ranges, FSRs) is
suppressed by the requirement for conservation of angular momen-
tum32. Although crystalline resonators support mechanical
radial breathing modes41 as well as surface acoustic modes38,42,

which could equally give rise to multiple modulation beat notes and
chaotic optomechanical oscillations43, the on-chip encapsulated geo-
metry of the Si3N4 system (which has no free boundaries due to the
embedding oxide) renders mechanical oscillations implausible.
Instead, we suggest that the cause for the broad and multiple beat
notes lies in the dynamics of Kerr comb formation itself.

Kerr comb formation
Figure 2a explains schematically the initial states of Kerr comb for-
mation. The first comb lines are generated in a degenerate FWM
process, symmetrically to the pump frequency vp, as soon as the
parametric gain overcomes the loss of the cavity (Fig. 2a, state 1).
The distance (in terms of relative mode number m) of the new
lines to the pump depends on the pump power and the dispersion
of the resonator. The latter determines the cold resonance frequen-
cies through

vm = v0 + D1 · m+ 1
2

D2 · m2 + · · ·

where v0 is the resonance frequency of the pumped mode, D1/2p
corresponds to the FSR of the resonator and D2/2p to the differ-
ence of the two FSRs adjacent to the expansion frequency v0 (Fig.
2c). Note that D2 is linked to the group velocity dispersion through
the relation D2¼2c/n0

. D1
2 . b2 (ref. 27), where n0 is the refractive

index and c the speed of light. It has been observed that the first
lines can oscillate either in the resonator mode directly adjacent
to the pump or at a multiple of this distance13,20,44–46. This can
be understood within the framework of nonlinear coupled mode
equations28,29 as detailed below and in Supplementary Section
II. In simple terms, the sidebands are generated where the
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Figure 1 | Multiple and broad beat notes. a, Optical frequency comb generation in crystalline MgF2 (pump power¼ 500 mW) and Si3N4 (pump power¼

3 W) microresonators. b, Both spectra exhibit broad RF beat notes, shown here for the MgF2 spectrum (resolution bandwidth RBW¼ 300 kHz). c, Evolution

of the optical frequency comb spectrum (blue, pump power¼ 50 mW) and RF beat note (red, RBW¼ 100 kHz) generated in a 43 GHz FSR MgF2 resonator

while tuning the pump laser into resonance. Arrows indicate smaller peaks. d, Optical images of typical crystalline MgF2 and planar Si3N4 resonators. e, As in

c but for a 200 GHz FSR Si3N4 ring resonator (pump power¼ 3 W). The measurement of the RF beat note is replaced by an equivalent beat note

measurement between a comb line and an external continuous-wave (c.w.) laser.
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dispersion D2, nonlinear mode shifts (via self- and cross-phase
modulation) and pump laser detuning compensate one
another (Fig. 2d).

In the following, we distinguish two scenarios of comb formation
and refer to these scenarios as multiple mode-spaced (MMS) and
natively mode-spaced (NMS) combs. In MMS combs the first para-
metric sidebands are generated at a spacing D (corresponding to a
multiple mode number difference, |m| . 1) away from the pump
(Fig. 2a, Supplementary Section II). Cascaded FWM transfers the
initial spacing D to higher-order sidebands. The initial spacing D

is preserved and reproduced between all emerging lines due to the
conservation of energy in parametric processes6. We refer to these
initial sidebands spaced by D as primary comb lines. At a later
stage of comb evolution (that is, reduced detuning and increased cir-
culating power), secondary lines are generated around the primary
lines via degenerate or non-degenerate FWM processes (Fig. 2a,
state 2 and Supplementary Section III), resulting in natively d-
spaced lines in neighbouring resonator modes (d/2p≈ FSR). The
formation of lines in a second degenerate process can be understood
in terms of parametric gain lobes that are broad enough to allow
neighbouring modes to be populated. The spectrally separated sub-
combs initiated in these processes grow through non-degenerate
FWM when the power coupled to the cavity is increased further,
and eventually merge to form a gap-free spectrum of lines

(Fig. 2a, state 3). The non-degenerate process may also yield lines
between two previously existing strong lines (Fig. 2a, states 4 and
5a). Combs of the MMS type with this spectral evolution have so
far been observed in systems with a smaller FSR (10–100 GHz) or
high pump power (p1 W)13,20,25,44,46.

In NMS combs the first parametric sidebands are generated in
the modes m¼þ1, –1 adjacent to the pump6,32. As such NMS
combs are a special case of MMS combs where D¼ d, and non-
degenerate cascaded FWM leads to the generation of a frequency
comb spectrum growing outwards from the pump. In reverse,
MMS combs can be interpreted as NMS but with correspondingly
higher FSR as long as only the primary lines exist.

In the following, we will investigate the properties of MMS combs
to understand if and how their formation mechanism affects the
width and number of RF beat notes. To do so, we perform a
multi-heterodyne experiment for a Kerr comb generated in a
MgF2 resonator with an FSR of 35 GHz and a conventional stabil-
ized mode-locked fibre laser comb with a 250 MHz repetition rate.
As detailed in the Methods (‘Multi-heterodyne experiment’), this
allows an accurate determination of the spacing between select
Kerr comb lines (Fig. 3). Here, we address the vital question of the
commensurability of the primary and secondary comb lines
(Fig. 3a,b). More precisely, we test whether the primary spacing D

is an integer multiple of the native spacing d, that is, whether the
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0,+j,+2j,. . . State 3: the subcombs merge into a gap-free spectrum (multiple lines can exist in a single resonance). Consequently, multiple RF beat notes

(see b) appear. State 4: natively spaced secondary comb lines may also emerge between primary lines at an averaged offset frequency. State 5a: non-natively

spaced secondary comb lines may be generated between primary lines with arbitrary offsets. State 5b: as a result of state 5a, multiple RF beat notes can

appear before the spectral gaps are closed (see b). b, Single, multiple and broadband electronic signals present in the Kerr comb spectrum. c, Resonator

dispersion D2. d, Self- and cross-phase modulation (SPM, XPM) by the pump on the pumped resonance (red) and other cavity resonances (blue). The

frequency shift caused by XPM is twice the shift caused by SPM.
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generated optical spectrum forms an intermittent but consistent fre-
quency comb, the gaps of which can be filled by increasing the
coupled power and extending the existing subcombs. Strikingly,
we find that this is not the case. A mismatch of (m . d – D)/2p≈
1.4 MHz (m¼ 24) between the actual and expected positions of
the primary comb line is observed, assuming a comb line grid
with spacing d centred on the pump laser frequency. This mismatch
exceeds the precision of the measurement by far. The redundancy in
performing this measurement with a pair of symmetric primary
comb lines rules out artefacts in the frequency counting such as
cycle slips that would lead to an incorrectly detected mismatch.
Importantly, the RF beat note resulting from mutual beating
between neighbouring natively d-spaced comb lines is found to be
well-defined and unique over the full spectral width of the comb
spectrum (Fig. 3a, right inset). Based on these observations, we con-
clude that the optical spectrum consists of multiple equidistant
combs of index i, composed of lines of index n, at optical frequencies
vn

(i) separated by the same spacing d:

v(i)
n = vp + ji + n · d, n = 0,+1,+2, . . .

These equidistant combs have non-commensurate offset frequencies
jj = jiþ n . d, j = i, as illustrated in Fig. 2a, state 2. Whenever iso-
lated lines (that is, not in the direct vicinity of existing lines) are gen-
erated (Fig. 2a, states 4 and 5a), new subcombs with new offsets are
defined, which then can grow as described above. While the process
shown in Fig. 2a, state 5a, results in arbitrarily offset subcombs, pro-
cesses similar to state 4 result in a set of subcombs with equal relative
offset difference Dj to their respective nearest-neighbour subcomb
as observed experimentally in Figs 4c,5b.

Even though all subcombs are spectrally separated and reside at
spectral positions with different resonator FSRs, their individual
spacings d are equal, resulting in a single narrow overall RF beat
note (Fig. 2b). This observation becomes clear when switching
from a frequency- to a time-domain picture. FWM can then be
interpreted as a time-dependent modulation of the effective refrac-
tive index of the resonator, affecting all modes equally (assuming
similar mode profiles). Once generated, the spacing d is therefore
transferred to all spectral locations of the comb.

A critical point is reached when the growth in bandwidth of the
subcombs closes their spectral separation and leads to an overlap
(Fig. 2a, state 3). As the combs begin to merge, individual resona-
tor modes are populated by multiple lines with slightly different
optical frequencies. When monitoring the RF beat note on an elec-
tronic spectrum analyser (ESA), sidebands appear around d, with
frequencies d+

i ¼ d+Dji and Dji¼ jiþ1 2 ji (this being the
offset difference between the two merging combs). This can be
seen schematically in Fig. 2b or experimentally in Fig. 1c (third
data set from the top). Once these new RF beat notes are generated,
they can spread throughout the optical comb spectrum, effectively
leading to multiple lines within individual resonator modes and
correspondingly even more RF beat notes d+

i,j¼ d+Dji,j and
Dji,j¼ ji 2 jj. Eventually, this results in a broad RF beat note as
indicated in Fig. 2b. We emphasize that the emergence of phase
noise is not a consequence of large spectral width. Note that not
all possible side beat notes d+

i,j¼ d+Dji,j may be generated, as
the finite cavity bandwidth will suppress lines far off the resonance
frequencies. Also, multiple beat notes can be observed even before
the spectral gaps close when FWM processes similar to those in
Fig. 2a (states 5a and b), occur (Supplementary Section IV). The
described pathways to multiple and broad RF beat notes are
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absent in NMS combs, which is in agreement with previous exper-
imental observation6,18.

This hypothesis can also explain a further previously unex-
plained phenomenon observed in MMS combs (in a state corre-
sponding to state 3 or 5b in Fig. 2a). If the electronic spectrum of
the transmitted light is recorded, amplitude noise features (that is,
with Fourier frequency V≪ d) appear, the emergence of which
coincides with the generation of the frequency comb (Fig 2b,
Supplementary Section V). Indeed, although the spacings d, d+

i

and d+
i,j are close to the FSR of the resonator and therefore require

dedicated RF equipment for their detection, this phenomenon
finds its equivalent in the lower RF regime, where the frequencies
Dji and Dji,j can readily be measured at a much lower frequency
in the comb spectrum. In particular, broad RF beat notes at frequen-
cies corresponding to the native spacing will coexist with a broad
signal at low frequencies close to d.c. This provides sensitive and
easy access to noise analysis of Kerr combs.

To support the presented hypothesis further, we performed a
broadband spectroscopic reconstruction of the generated comb

with close to megahertz resolution over a range of �6 THz
(Fig. 4). This novel method enabled a line-by-line reconstruction
of the Kerr comb, that is, a measurement of the frequency differ-
ences between a large number of comb lines. The experimental
set-up is shown in Fig. 4f (for details see Methods, ‘Kerr comb
reconstruction’). As an example, a fraction of raw data showing
that more than one comb line can exist in a single cavity reson-
ance is shown in Fig. 4a. This behaviour is surprising and not
contained in the present understanding of Kerr combs.
Moreover the comb reconstruction reveals individual subcombs
with different offset frequencies j, but identical comb
line spacing. This latter characteristic is further evidenced by the
narrow and well-defined RF beat note shown in Fig. 4d. Note
that multiple beat notes are not observed in this case, as
the overlap between the individual subcombs is too small and
the signal is dominated by the more powerful subcomb centres.
The amplitude noise, however, provides a more sensitive method
capable of detecting the beating between the slightly overlapping
subcombs (Fig. 4e).
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In a second comb reconstruction experiment we observed a tran-
sition from a spectrum composed of multiple and offset subcombs
to one that exhibited only a single (sub)comb over the full recon-
struction range (Fig. 5) when reducing the pump laser detuning
(which affects the subcomb offsets and the comb line spacing).
The fact that the amplitude noise vanishes suggests that the full
spectrum forms a consistent frequency comb. This observation
could explain a similar behaviour in amplitude noise observed
very recently in a Si3N4 system26. The detected RF beat note for
both comb states is well-defined and narrow, but the signal-to-
noise ratio increases from 20 dB to almost 60 dB in the second
state. We attribute this transition to a d–D-matching where com-
mensurability between the spacings d and D is achieved by appropri-
ate choice of laser power and detuning, which affect comb offset and
spacing in a distinct manner26. Note that a similar transition could
not be achieved for the comb in Fig. 4. Reducing the laser detuning
results in the reappearance of amplitude noise peaks and eventually
broadband amplitude noise and a broad RF beat note.

Role of dispersion and resonance width
In the following, we show that the ratio k/D2 of resonance width to
dispersion (at the pump wavelength) is closely linked to whether a
comb evolves along the NMS or MMS pathways, thereby affecting
the RF beat note. To estimate under which conditions NMS
combs can be achieved, we determine the distance in terms of
mode number between pump and first sideband (similar to previous
work, such as refs 28, 29, 32, 45 and 47) by solving the nonlinear
coupled mode equations and deriving the parametric gain for the
initial degenerate FWM process, where we include the detuning of
the pump laser as well as the detuning of the generated sidebands
with respect to the cavity resonances. For a constant launched
pump power Pin and tuning the pump laser into resonance from

the higher frequency side, the circulating power inside the cavity
increases. The first sidebands with mode numbers +mth are gener-
ated when the parametric threshold is reached, that is, when the gain
overcomes the cavity decay rate k (for details, see Supplementary
Section II):

mth ≃

�������������������������������
k

D2

�����������������
8hPincn2vp

k2n2
0Veff

− 1

√
+ 1

( )√√√√

where h denotes the coupling strength (h¼ 1/2 for critical coup-
ling), vp is the pump frequency, n2 is the nonlinear index, and
Veff is the effective nonlinear mode volume.

The primary mode spacing observed for the 35 GHz FSR MgF2 reso-
nator in Fig. 3a (h¼ 0.5, vp/2p¼ 193 THz, n2¼ 0.9× 10220 m2 W21,
n0¼ 1.37, Veff¼ 6.2× 10213 m3, k/2p¼ 1 MHz, Pin¼ 0.1 W)
corresponds to a dispersion of D2/2p¼ 11 kHz, which is consistent
with the measured dispersion (following ref. 40) of D2/2p≈ 10 kHz.

The smallest possible mth,min is achieved if the threshold is
reached with the pump laser exactly resonant with the cavity. This
can be achieved approximately by carefully setting the pump
power Pin or by applying injection locking to the pump laser48. In
this ideal case the previous equation simplifies to

mth,min =
���
k

D2

√

The above derivation assumes that D2 dominates over higher-order
dispersion terms. This is not the case in the direct vicinity of the zero
dispersion point, where a similar analysis following the one above,
but including higher-order terms, is required.
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Figure 5 | Transition to a low phase noise Kerr comb. a, Optical spectra of two microresonator comb states 1 and 2 (pump power¼ 6 W) in a Si3N4

resonator. State 2 evolves from state 1 when reducing the detuning of the pump laser. b, A transition is observed from multiple subcombs to a single

(sub)comb over the bandwidth of the Kerr comb reconstruction. In state 1, all subcombs have the same mode spacing, but have different offsets j, which

differ by a constant relative amount of Dj/2p¼ 66 MHz. c, In the transmission from state 1 to state 2, the amplitude noise peak resulting from the beating

between overlapping offset subcombs disappears (resolution bandwidth RBW¼ 300 kHz) d, The RF beat note shifts by ≈10 MHz and the signal-to-noise

ratio increases (RBW¼ 100 kHz).
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Discussion and conclusion
Our experimental observations and theoretical analysis fully explain
the observation of broad25 and multiple beat notes30, amplitude
noise, sudden drops of this noise for certain comb states26, and
loss of coherence in time-domain experiments13. In addition, our
study identifies

p
(k/D2) as the important figure of merit for the

design of low-phase-noise Kerr comb generators (where D2 . 0
describes anomalous dispersion). For intrinsically low-noise Kerr
combs (that is, emerging symmetrically in steps corresponding to
single FSRs around the pump laser) the ratio k/D2 should be
close to unity. This can be achieved by reducing the cavity decay
rate or by increasing the anomalous dispersion. Note thatp

(k/D2) ≈ 1 has previously been achieved, for example, in ref. 6.
We also note that the condition mth ≈ 1 is not a strict one and a
detuning-dependent transition from multiple subcombs to a broad-
band, single comb (Fig. 5) can occur, which we attribute to a d–D-
matching. Many systems, such as Si3N4 resonators, allow for great
freedom in their design parameters, enabling geometries with
strongly anomalous dispersion. The dispersion D2 also depends
on the pump wavelength. This is particularly important for the
mid-infrared regime where low-noise Kerr comb generation has
been demonstrated recently in the strong anomalous dispersion
regime at 2.5 mm (ref. 18). Another way of influencing dispersion
D2 is to increase the FSR of the resonator, as D2 can be interpreted
as the material and geometrical dispersion of the resonator inte-
grated over the frequency interval of one FSR. This explains why
systems with large FSR are advantageous in generating NMS
combs. The specific use of avoided modal crossings in resonators49,50

may provide an elegant way of achieving locally strongly anomalous
dispersion at the pump wavelength (while retaining an elsewhere
moderate dispersion facilitating broadband Kerr comb generation),
resulting in narrowly spaced primary sidebands and low-phase-
noise combs.

Methods
Multi-heterodyne experiment. A narrow-linewidth, 1,553 nm continuous-wave
fibre laser was amplified using an erbium-doped fibre amplifier (amplified
spontaneous emission filtered) to a power of 80 mW and sent to the MgF2 resonator
for Kerr comb generation. The pump laser was offset-locked to 20 MHz below a
line of a fibre laser comb with a repetition rate of 250 MHz. The performance of the
lock was verified by a RF counter. The resonator was thermally locked to the pump
laser and the system given sufficient time to thermalize before each measurement.
After comb generation the generated spectrum was split into several beams. One
beam was sent to an optical spectrum analyser for detection of the optical Kerr comb
spectrum, and a second to a fast photodiode (bandwidth, 45 GHz) for detection
of the RF beat note between natively spaced neighbouring comb lines. The electronic
signal generated in the fast photodiode was down-mixed using the third harmonic of
an RF generator at 11.7 GHz and sent to an electronic spectrum analyser and
another frequency counter. Note that the pump was attenuated by �30 dB using a
narrow (only affecting the pump laser line) fibre Bragg grating in transmission.
Finally, two more beams were combined with the spectrum of the fibre laser comb.
Two tunable optical bandpass filters (bandwidth, 0.8 nm) were used to filter out a
narrow spectral region of the combined comb spectra at the position of the
primary comb lines and sent to two photodiodes for detection of the heterodyne beat
note between the two combs (typically with a signal-to-noise ratio exceeding 20 dB
in a resolution bandwidth of 300 kHz). The beat note frequencies were determined
by frequency counters with a gate time of 0.1 s. The heterodyne beat notes, in
combination with the offset lock of the pump, allowed the accurate determination of
the frequency difference between the primary comb lines and the pump laser.
We have assumed that the Kerr comb lines do not deviate by more than 250 MHz
from their expected positions based on the FSR of the resonator.

Kerr comb reconstruction. The set-up follows the approach introduced in ref. 40
and is developed further to reconstruct spectrally the Kerr comb spectra. To this
end, a diode laser, scanning over a frequency interval of �6 THz (from 1,545 nm
towards longer wavelengths) is split into three beams, two of which are used for
frequency calibration of the laser scan. The first calibration beam is combined with
the spectrum of a fibre laser comb with a repetition rate of 250 MHz. The signal
is detected by a photodiode and the resulting RF signal is bandpass-filtered around
30 and 75 MHz with a bandwidth of 1 MHz, and continuously recorded by an
oscilloscope during the scan (10 Msamples, peak-detect mode). Whenever the
scanning laser sweeps over a position 30 MHz or 75 MHz below or above the fibre
laser comb line, a RF signal passes the bandpass filter, resulting in four calibration

markers per comb line in the oscilloscope traces. Based on these, the instant in
time when the laser crosses a fibre laser comb line can be found. This allows the
definition of a relative detuning of the pump laser as a function of time during the
scan. To rule out artefacts in the scan (such as mode hops that could mimic offsets
between subcombs), the consistency of the 30 and 75 MHz markers were verified.
In addition, a second calibration beam from the diode laser is coupled to a fibre-loop
cavity (FLC) with a FSR of �10 MHz, and the transmission is recorded
simultaneously on another oscilloscope channel. The consistency of this signal with
the calibration obtained from the fibre laser comb markers is verified and limits
the effect of scan artefacts to below a few megahertz. The third diode laser beam is
used to probe the Kerr comb spectrum by generating and recording RF markers.
Here, we used a 1.9 MHz low-pass filter, which directly maps the Kerr comb, line by
line, onto the frequency-calibrated scan trace. The main limitation in the
measurement comes from the jitter of the pump and scan diode lasers.
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